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Launch of Commemorative Coins and Stamps honouring
Shrimad Rajchandraji by Hon’ble PM Shri Narendra Modi

2

017 marks the 150th birth anniversary of great Indian saint, poetphilosopher, and spiritual luminary - Shrimad Rajchandraji (18671901). Hailed as the spiritual guide of Mahatma Gandhi, Shrimad
Rajchandraji had a tremendous and formative influence on the Father of
the Nation.
“The more I consider His life and His writings, the more I consider Him
to have been the best Indian of His times.” - Mahatma Gandhi on Shrimad
Rajchandraji, Letter to HSL Polak, April 26, 1909.
“In my moments of spiritual crisis, Shrimadji was my refuge.”- Mahatma
Gandhi, The Story of My Experiments with Truth (Ch. Raychandbhai)
Amidst an elated audience of government officials, special guests,
invitees and heads of various organisations, Hon'ble Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi paid a glorious tribute to the Mahatma's Mahatma,
Shrimad Rajchandraji, by launching two commemorative coins of 150
Rupees and 10 Rupees released by the Government, and a special 5
Rupees postage stamp, a First Day Cover and a First Day Cancelled
Cover released by the Department of Post. Along with bearing
Shrimadji's portrait, the commemorative coins have inscribed 'Shrimad
Rajchandra', '150th Birth Anniversary' and the years '1867' and '1901'.
The 10 Rupees coin and the stamp will be in normal trade circulation
across the country, while the 150 coin serves as a souvenir to the general
public. An Official Gazette notification in this regard had been issued on
June 24 in New Delhi.
The celebration was though launched from the Red Fort itself earlier this
year by Hon'ble PM Shri Narendra Modi in his uplifting speech on India's
70th Independence Day had said, “The country is celebrating the 150th
birth anniversary of Shrimad Rajchandraji, Mahatma Gandhiji's Guru. In
one of His letters to Gandhiji, Shrimadji writes ... the principle of nonviolence has existed ever since the existence of violence. What is

important is which one do we utilise for the welfare of mankind.”
Shrimad Rajchandra Mission Dharampur (SRMD) aims to spread
Shrimad Rajchandraji's values to bring His illuminating and spiritually
uplifting teachings to maximum people from all walks of life.
An epitome of spirituality, Shrimad Rajchandraji was a perfect blend of
pure knowledge, selfless devotion, and complete detachment. Shrimadji
attained self-realisation at the young age of 23. His preachings have been
published in an invaluable volumes 'Shrimad Rajchandra' which
continues to benefit and quench the thirst of seekers. Through ashrams,
temples, and institutions dedicated to Shrimadji around the world, lakhs
of devotees are progressing on the spiritual path, today.
Pujya Gurudevshri Rakeshbhai is an ardent devotee of Shrimad
Rajchandraji and the torchbearer of Shrimad Rajchandraji's mission. A
spiritual visionary and a modern day mystic, He is illuminating
thousands of lives globally through enlightening discourses and an array
of meditation retreats. His divine benevolence has uplifted a multitude of
underprivileged lives through inner augmentation and societal
development. As part of Shrimad Rajchandraji's 150th birth anniversary,
through His inspiration, SRMD has organised a year long celebration
with several initiatives in India and across the world.
A mega event is the award winning and landmark play in the history of
Indian theatre, 'Yugpurush - Mahatma's Mahatma' depicting the
relationship between Shrimadji and Gandhiji. Surpassing all milestones
of success, the play has completed over 630 shows in 225 days, reaching
over 4,30,000 people in 220 cities, across the globe. Currently being
staged in five languages - Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Marathi, and
Bengali, two languages Tamil and English are under way.
For more information log in to www.shrimadrajchandramission.org

‘Acing Admissions’
A guide to US College admissions
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hile the US has always been a popular destination for
Indian students pursuing postgraduate studies, there has
been growing interest among Indian families and high
school students in the last five years especially for an undergraduate
education in the US.
The prospect of studying at your dream college in the US is exciting,
but it requires considerable planning, hard work and focus. Because
the cultural context and education systems are so different, Indian
families face many stumbling blocks; knowledge gaps result in
questions and sometimes, costly mistakes.
Acing Admissions is a comprehensive guide to the US college
admissions process, for parents and students alike. The book's authors
are Tardeo residents, Kavita Mehta and Kimberly Wright Dixit, PhD,
co-founders of The Red Pen, a global education consulting company
based in Mumbai. The Red Pen advises applicants on admissions
strategy and application components for all levels of education.

The book aims to demystify the US
college admissions process by
providing easy-to-understand
information and anecdotes that are
helpful to Indian applicants. It gives
applicants an overview of the US
education system and different types
of colleges, tips on how to select a
college, application process and
components, financial aid and more.
The book has a glossary of terms that
students will find helpful along with
sample forms and resume templates.
Acing Admissions is available for
purchase from Amazon, Flipkart and
other online stores.

